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INTRODUCTION 
LET Vna denote the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal k-frames in real n-space. The projective 
Stiefel manifold X,,k is the quotient space obtained from V,,k by identification of any frame 
(C 1, ..f 9 ck) with its negative frame (- L’, , . . . , - ~1~). 
In [3], the second-named author has studied the cohomology algebra of X,,, with Z, 
coefficients and has determined partially the action of the Steenrod squares. Baum and 
Browder, on the other hand, in [I], have completely determined the action of the Sq’ in 
H*(X,t ; Z2) when n is a power of 2. 
In this paper we determine in theorem 2.8 the action of the Sqi for all values of n, up to a 
small indeterminancy, improving results of [3]. 
The spaces A’,,, are of special interest when one tries to find cross-sections of a multiple 
of a line bundle. More precisely, if X is a finite CW complex, t a real line bundle over X, 
then n( admits k everywhere linearly independent sections if and only if there is a mapping 
f: ‘Y+ X",k such that f*(, = <, where <,, is the line bundle over X,,k associated with the 
double covering Vn,k + X,,, . 
The results of this paper are a pplied in the paper immediately following, by the first- 
named author, to the generalized vector field problem over real projective spaces, extending 
the results of [I]. 
$1. THE XIOD 2 COHO.MOLOGY OF A’,,, 
In what follows, cohomology will be understood to have Z, for coefficients. 
By construction, V,., is a double covering of X,,, and is its universal covering provided 
n > k + 1. Let <,, be the associated line bundle over X,,, , i.e. we think of V,,, -+ X,,k as a 
O-sphere bundle. 
Let < be the Hopf bundle over P m, the infinite-dimensional real projective space, and ne 
the Whitney sum of n copies of c with itself. Let BO, be the classifying space for real n-plane 
bundles. Thus n< corresponds to the homotopy class of a map fn : P” + BO,. 
Consider the fibration 
(1.1) V& -+ BO,_, 5 BO,. 
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Then f, induces a corresponding fibration over P m 
(1.2) V n.k -+ i K,!i 5P”. 
By construction of Y,,, , np*;’ (structural group ZJ with fibre I’,,, (Z2 acts by antipodal 
action) admits a section s. Moreover, p*< has the followin, 0 universal property: Given a 
line bundle ;L over a CW-complex X together with a homotopy class of sections r of the 
associated bundle with fibre V,,k, there is a homotopy class of maps g, : X-r Y,., such that 
gr*P*< = I., g,*s = r, and gr is natural in the sense that gs : Yn,k -+ Y,,, is the identity, and 
if h : Y--t X, then g,,., = g,h. 
NOW the bundle <,, over X,,, is also universal with respect to this property. To see this, 
note that the total space of the bundle associated to to with fibre V,,, is JJ’“,~ x z2 V”,,, and 
so : x,!c+ V”,, x zz V,,, defined by s,{u, -u} = ((21, u), (- 11, -u)} is a section. If i. is a line 
bundle over X, let 2 denote the total space of the associated O-sphere bundle. Then the 
total space of the associated bundle with fibre Vn,k is 2 x Zr V,,, . If r : X -+ i? x Zr V,,, is a 
section, we obtain a Z,-equivariant map 2, : ,v -+ V,,k defined by the relation 
I.(x) = {(K B,(3), (-2, -0,@))]. 
Then the induced map gr : X+ X,,k clearly satisfies gr*cO = 1, gr*So = r, and g1 is natural. 
From the above we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The spaces X,,, and Y,,k are of the same homotopy type. 
It is convenient to make the following abuse of notation. Any commutative, associa- 
tive algebra with unit over 2, generated by elements xi, . . . , xk such that the monomials 
lie . . . xkek where sj = 0, 1, form an additive basis will be written V(s,, . . . , xk). Nothing is 
assumed about the values of the ,$ in terms of this basis. 
Bore1 has shown in [2] that 
(1.4) H*(V”,J = V(z,_l,, . . . ) ?“_A 
where dim zq = q. The Steenrod squares are given by the formulae 
(13 Sq’z, = Cq,i~q+i for i I q, 
where C,,i denotes the binomial coefficient ($. 
Moreover, for k < n, the elements zq are transgressive in (I .l) with rzq_r = )I’~, the 
universal qth Stiefel-Whitney class. This determines the spectral sequence of (1.2) completely 
and we obtain 
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose k < n. Let N = min{j In - k + 1 sj 5 n and Cn,j is odd). 
Then 
H*(Y,,k) =z&]/(y”>@ V(y,-,, ee.3 YN-2, YNI ...) Yn-1) 
as an algebra. Here Z2 b]/v) denotes the truncated polynomial algebra on me generator y 
of dimension 1 and height N. Moreover p*x = y where x is the generator of H’(P “>, 
and i*yq = zq. 
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Proof. Since rzq_ I = bvq in (l.i), it follows that rzq_r = IV&~<) in (1.2). But us,(n<) 
= C,,,qxq. Hence the first element of H*( V,,J that does not survive to E, in (1.2) is ~.~-r, 
where R; is as in the theorem. It follows readily that E, = Ey and 
E,V,,I = E, = Z2[x]/(YV) 0 V(Z”_k, . ) Z,V_I, -9, ) Z”_,). 
Now using [2; 81(b)], the theorem follows. 
$2. STEENROD SQUARES IN H*LY.,,) 
Consider again the fibration (1. I). We can make n : BO,_k -+ BO, into an inclusion and 
we denote by (BO,, BO,_& the resuiting pair. Since TI” : H*(BO,) --f H*(BO,_J is an 
epimorphism we have short exact sequences 
(2.1) 0 -+ Hq(BO,, BO,_I,) 2 Hq(BO,) $ H’(BO,_,) + 0. 
Since rr*bvq = 0 for n - k + 1 =< q 5 n, there are unique classes Uq E Hq(BO,, BO,_k) 
with j*U, = bvq in this range. From the Wu formulae 
(2.2) Sq’~q = C Cq-l-k,i_k~.k\~q+i-k 
k=O 
we obtain 
(2.3) Sg’U, = 2 Cq-I-k,i-k\“kUq+i-k * 
k=O 
Consider the fibration (1,2) and make p : r,,k -+ P” into an inclusion. Again we denote 
the resuiting pair by (P", Y,,). Then we have the following diagram 
. . . -+ Hq- ‘(P”)z H'-l(Y,,k): Hq(P", Yn,3f-; Hq(P")+ H“( I;,.,)* 
(2.4) 1". I,"- If,%* 
0 + Hq(BO,, BO,_k) < H”(B0,) + H”(BO,_,) --t 0. 
Let CV,,, denote the cone on v,,k. SinCe the composition v,,k --f BO,_,+ BO, is 
trivial, we have a map of pairs g : (cv,,, , v,,k) + (BO,, BO,_k). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let k -c n, n - k + 1 s q 5 n. Then g*U, = d, zq-1 it,here 
d, : Hq-’ (v,$+ H’(CV,,,, v,,,). 
Proof. We have maps 
Hq-‘(V,,,) 3 Hq(C v,,k a v, ,k) zffH”(BO,, Bo,_k)~HH’(Bo,). 
According to [4; (Ll)], the transgression in the fibration (1.1) can be computed asj*g*-‘6,. 
Since zq_r transgresses to hvq it follows that wq Ej*g*-ldl z~_.~. Since j*U, = I’.~ and j* is 
injective, lJq E g*-l6, 74-l and so g* U, = 6, zp_ 1. 
The generators yi of (1.6) are neither unique nor canonical. We now proceed to show 
that these generators can be chosen, up to a small indeterminacy, so as to satisfy certain 
technical conditions. This will be important for computation of the Sqii. 
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LE,M.\IA 2.6. Suppose k < n, q # N, and n - k + 1 s q 2 n. Then the classes 
y,_, E H4-‘( Y,,,) of(1.6) can be chosen such that 
(a) If’ C,,q is even, then 6yP _ I = f.* U, . 
@I If G,q is odd, then 6y,_, =f,” Cd + ,?-“f~ U, . 
Moreocer the classes y,_, are unique up to P*.?-~. 
Proof. Referring to diagram (2.4), we have 
t*j,*U, = j,*j*U, = f n*w, = w,(n<) = C,, qs4. 
Therefore in case (a), t*f~U~ = 0 and so by exactness there exists a classy,_, E kf4-‘(Y,,& 
with 6y,_, =f,*r/,. Moreover y,_ I is unique modulo p*x4-‘. 
Similarly in case (b), 
t*(fn*uq + X4-~“3n*U~“) = &x4 + C”,,“xq = 0 
since C,, and C,,, are both odd. Therefore we obtain a class y,_r with 6y,_, =f,*U, 
+ ~~-~~3n*U,~, u ique up to p*.uq-‘. 
Finally, to see that these y,_, are generators as in (1.6), it suffices to show that 
i*yq-l = zq-1. 
Let h : CV,,k -+P” extend the composition Vn,k + Y,,, -+ P”, and h : (CV,,, , V,,,,) 
+ (P”, Y,,J the resulting map of pairs. We have the commutative diagram 
Hq-‘(&*k)d-:Hq(CK.k, v,,,) 
t r 7 
\ 
i* h' \\9* 
11q- ‘( Y,,&) 5 H’(Pn, Y”,,) 2 ffq(&) BO,_k). 
BY (2.996, zq- 1 = g*uq = h*3n*1uq. Therefore in case (a), 5, z~_~ = h*6yq-r = b, i*y,_, and 
hence i*y4_r = zq_r since 6, is an isomorphism. 
In case (b), 
6z,_, = k5*(6yq_r + xq-“3,*LJv) = 6ri*yq-r + I;*(~‘-“j,*ci~~) 
= d i*y _I + (h*sq-” I 4 )(6*3,*U,) = 6,i*y,_ L 
since h*tieN = 0. Hence i*~,_~ = zq-r and the proof of (2.6) is complete. 
Using (2.3) and (2.6) we may determine the Steenrod squares on the classes y,- 1 as given 
in the following: 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose k < n. Let i 5 q - 1 and suppose Y,_~ is as in (2.6). Then 
(4 If G., is et’en, we have 
Sq’y,-1 = ~~~Cq-l-k,i-kWk(nSO)~p+i-l--t + sYqci-l 
,\.hereK={kIOskiiandk #q+i-iV}ande=O.l. 
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(b) If Gq is odd, we hate 
S4’Yq- I =k& Cq-l-i.i-kH’k(nSO)Y*+i- 1 -k 
+ c CN-l-k,j-kSqi-~_vq-~~wk(tI<O)J&+k-l 
j,kd 
+ Eyq+i- 1 
where K is as in (a) and lvhere 
J = {j, k10 2 k <j g i) 
andE=O, 1. 
Proof. We only give the proof of part (a) since the proof of part (b) is similar. By (2.6) 
and (2.3) we have 
= a kTK cq- 1 -k,i-kWk(lltO)Yq+i-k- 1 
[ I 
+ k~~q-l-k~i-kWk(n~O)Xq’i-L-IY + CN-i-l,N-qWq+i-N(n~) 
I 
fzUN 
where A = {k 10 6 k 5 i and Cn,q+i-k is even} and B = {k ] 0 5 k 6 i, C,, q+i-li is odd and 
q + i - k #N}. But, referring to (2.4), t*6 = 0 and f*TzUN = 3. It follows that 
2 cq- l-k,i-kWk(nr)-yqfi--k-N -I- c,-i- 1,N-qWq+i-,v(nco) = 0, 
from which we obtain (a). 
We now put the results of this section together with those of $1 in the following: 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose k < n. Let N = min{j 1 n - k + 1 5 j 5 n and C~,j is odd}. 
Then H *(X,,J as an algebra is isomorphic to a tensor product of Zzb]/v), y E H’(X,,J, and 
an algebra V which admits a simple system of generators yn-k, . . . , yN_., , yN , . . . , Y”_.~, szlch 
that i*yq_l = z~_~. Moreover, if C., is even, then 
Sq’yq-1 = C Cq-~-~,z-twk(nS~)yq+z-k-~ + Eyq+i-l 
ksK 
and if C,,q is odd, then 
sqiyq-l =kFK Cq-l-k.i-kWk(n~O)Yq+i-k-l 
+ c CN- l-k,j_kS~i-jyq-NW~(nrO)yN+j-_k- 1 + &yq+i- ’ 
j,kaJ 
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bvhereK={kIOsk5iandq+i-k#N}, 
J = {j, k10 5 k <j 5 i} 
andE=O, 1. 
53. THE IXCLUSION OF X.., IN A’n++ 
In this section we study the mapping in cohomology induced by the inclusion of 
x&k in x,+m .k obtained by regarding a k-frame in n-space as a k-frame in (n + m)-space. As 
before we win work with Y,,, instead. 
Consider the following diagram 
(3.1) 
/’ 
h/’ / p x id 
/' 
/' c 
K BO, ~‘Bo,+,,_k 
n x id R) 
c 
BO,,,I: go,,,,, 
Here d is the diagonal in P 7), m and m’ are the multiplications, and /I = (I x p)A where 
A is the diagonal in Y,,k. If we take the line bundle 5; = p*<, then (m + n)[h is classified 
by m(f, x fJdp, which lifts to&(& x f,)h : Y,,k -+ BO,+,_k. Thus (m + n)& has k sections 
and so we obtain a mapping 
P : r,,k -+ K+m,k 
such that if CO is the corresponding line bundle over Yn+m,k, then p*tO = 5;. 
Now make all vertical arrows in (3.1) into inclusions and pass to cohomology sequences. 
We have the diagram 
(3.2) H*(Y,+,,k) 5 H*(P=, y,+.,d=H*(BO,,m BOm+,-,) 
I 
iii’ 
P’ P’ ff*((BO,, Bon-k) X BO,) 
(7” x fm) l 
H&k) Ir; ff*(P”,: ) ” 
I 
n,k +---H*((P”, r,,,) x p”) 
Now referring to Theorem 2.8, we denote by x and y the one dimensional classes of 
H*(Yn+m,k ) and H*( Y,,k) respectively and by N, N’ their heights. Similarly we denote by xq 
the classes of the v part of H*( Yn+m,k ) and by yq the corresponding one for H*( Y,,k). We 
assume these classes have been chosen so as to satisfy (2.6). Then we have 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose k < n. The mapping p* : H *( Yn.+,,,&) + H*( Y”,k) iS such that 
p*x = y, and if Cn+m,q is even, then 
p*,~y_l = C ,v,-i(mSb)yi_~ + Ey4-l 
isKo 
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andc=O,l. 
K,={ilq-m~i~n,i#N’} 
K, = {k / N - m 5 k s n, k # N’} 
Proof. Since p*l,, = tb it follows that p*x = y. Suppose now that Cn+m,q is even. Then 
by (2.6) and the commutativity of (3.2) we have 
6’p*(x,_ 1) = /5*6(x4_ 1) = p*L+,*( U,) = r;*cr:, x f,>*m*(U,). 
The mapping Ei* is induced by 
m* : H*(BO,+J + H*(BO, x BO,) 
and 
m*wq = C wI x w,“-, 
iEA 
where A = {ijq - m s i 6 n}. Therefore 
iii*u, = c u; x w;-i 
ieA 
and so, again using (2.6), we obtain 
6’p*(Xu,_ 1) = Cf.*U~‘W,-i(mt) 
ieA 
where B = {i 1 q - m 5 i 5 n and C,,i is odd) and z generates H’(P “). Therefore 
t’*(CicB zi-“‘7; u,;. . wq_ ,(mC;)) = 0, but since t’*fz U,& = zN’, it follows that ziEB ziwq-r (mt) 
= 0 and 
Then by exactness, 
6’(p*x,- 1 + & Yi- I~V,-i(mt~)> = 0. 
p*X,-, = 1 yi-lWq_i(??l<b) + &y’-l. 
i&O 
In an entirely similar way, one verifies the formula for p*xqel when Cn+m,q is odd, and 
we omit the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose m < k c n and let q. = min{N, N’, 2(n + m - k) + 1). Then 
P* : ffq(X,+,,J -+ HqVn,,) 
is a monomorphismfor q < q. . 
Proof. Under the hypotheses, (1.6) gives the following basis for Ifq(X,+m,k): 
Xqr XXq_I. . . . , x 
q-n-m+k 
X.+,-k, X4. 
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From (3.3), if t < q,, , we have 
where b, is in the ideal generated by y, y,_, , . , y,_ 1. From (1.6) it is clear that the elements 
yq + yb,, L’y4_, + y’b,_,, . . . . y4-“-m+kyn+m-k + yq-n-m+k+lbn+,,,_k, y* 
are linearly independent and so p* is a monomorphism. 
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